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• For more information visit 

• Nähere Informationen findest du unter 

• Voor meer informatie bezoek
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welcome &
Congratulations
 Congratulations! You are now the proud owner of the 
official Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust system, where 
more than twenty years of innovation, state-of-the art 
engineering and craftsmanship come together.

Our love for design, eye for detail and passion for 
performance all come together in The Exhaust. The 
electronically adjustable exhaust system makes it possible 
to choose between three different performance modes 
while riding your motorcycle. At the push of a button. 

This user manual contains all essential information to make 
full use of the The Exhaust.

For other languages & more information visit 
jekillandhyde.com.
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100% legal Your Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde 
Owners Card 
 See the back of this user guide for your Dr. Jekill & Mr. 
Hyde Owners Card. On this card you will find the specific 
registration numbers for your model as well as the serial 
number of your exhaust system.

The approval numbers and the serial number can also be 
found on the type shields on your exhaust system.

Our approvals: 
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join the family
 All Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust owners can become 
a member of the Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde Family, which unites all 
passionate riders. Sign up now and receive future product news, 
promotions and special offers. A nice way to stay in the loop!

Sign up at jekillandhyde.com/en/family 
Hope to see you soon and enjoy your exhaust!

Share your exhaust!
Here at The Jekill and Hyde Company we love to see that you enjoy 
our product. Register at jekillandhyde.com/en/myjekillandhyde 
and you have a chance of winning an exclusive Dr. Jekill & Mr. 
Hyde goodie bag.
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  The Jekill and Hyde Company gives motorcyclists the 
ultimate riding experience with The Exhaust: an electronically 
adjustable exhaust system which makes it possible to choose 
between three different performance modes on the fly. 

The benefits of The Exhaust: 

• Our products have a EU type approval and are EC/
 ECE/EG/ABE/EEC/EU/ECE/EGBE and TÜV tested, 
 thus being 100% street legal. 

• German engineering and Dutch craftsmanship.

• 100% power and performance.

• 100% legal emission.

• Three street legal personalities.

• Two years warranty 
 (with the possibility to extend it to four years).   
 See page 34 for further details.

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde 
The Exhaust
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Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust is a completely street legal system 
and complies with European legislation and laws. Our software is 
programmed to intervene subtly and almost imperceptibly when 
the parameters set by the legislation are reached. This ensures 
that you are 100% legal on the road in all riding modes.

You always start in Dr. Jekill mode. 

push 2x for Dynamic Mode

push 1x for Dr. Jekill Mode

push 1x for Mr. Hyde Mode

*Controls & looks may differ for non-canbus models.

 Dr. Jekill mode. The valve is closed. The Jekill mode is 
designed to blend in with your environment and become one with 
your surroundings. Perfect for long journeys and travelling through 
crowded areas.

 Mr. Hyde mode. When your surroundings allow it, you can 
fully open the valve and unleash Mr. Hyde, giving your bike maxi-
mum performance. Feel the power of your bike and experience a 
sensation that no stock exhaust can offer you.

 The dynamic mode. The valve is half-open. This is the mode 
between Dr. Jekill and Mr. Hyde. Close to a stock exhaust but much 
more distinct.

The 3 performance Modes 
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100% always
LEGAL

*

? when?

100% facts

all modes
which mode?

*Legal with European type approval when purchased in Europe.
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Why we build it
 When The Jekill and Hyde 
Company started back in 1997 its 
main focus was on the Netherlands. 
When in 2010 the type approval 
was acquired, the time was right to 
gain access to markets in different 
countries. Due to strict laws and 
legislation within Europe there is 
a need to have an exhaust system 
that provides the rider with the 
ultimate riding feeling, but still 
remains within the limits of the law.

The demand for an electronically 
adjustable exhaust system keeps on 
growing. Therefore you can find Dr. 
Jekill & Mr. Hyde exhaust systems 
all over the world nowadays. From 
Canada to Japan, people love the 
system. People want to have the 
choice of who they want to be and 
enjoy the performance and looks, 
matching their motorcycle. 
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Smartbox/Blackbox/Control unit 
Intelligent software unit that 
controls the servomotors. 

The Exhaust 
Reacting to the servomotors 
our patented valve system will be 
positioned in the required mode.

How it works
Modeswitch 
Push it to control your exhaust system. 
Choose your riding mode. Looks and 
function may vary per country.

Servomotors 
These will react to the signal of the 
Smartbox and position the valve in 
the required mode.
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 Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The 
Exhaust is the ultimate electronically 
adjustable exhaust system in today’s 
market and will take your riding 
experience to the next level. The 
Exhaust offers the best performance 
and power for your motorcycle. This 
means that when the valve is opened 
an increase in performance is realized. 
Thanks to the design of the exhaust, 
the moment the valve closes, it goes 
so smoothly that you feel no loss in 
performance. This ensures a safe and 
smooth riding experience, regardless 
the mode you ride in. Note; when you 
tune your motorcycle, the difference 
when the valve is closed or open will 
become bigger. Make sure that the 
air/fuel ratio is optimal.

So choose who you want to be and 
enjoy The Exhaust; the design, power 
and attitude are unique. 

best Performance
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How we builD it
 When a Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust is developed for 
a bike it is not just a matter of putting a pipe on and it is ready 
to go; our engineers have developed the perfect exhaust for 
your motorcycle. With computer simulations and the building of 
prototypes, they create an exhaust that is tailor made for each and 
every bike with great performance and 100% legal emission. All 
our exhaust systems are compliant with the latest EURO norm.

With all these factors coming together in our product; the Dr. Jekill 
& Mr. Hyde system has made quite a journey from the drawing 
board to The Exhaust that you are enjoying now. 
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 Quality is one of our most 
important core values. Dr. Jekill & 
Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust does not 
only perform well and look great, it 
also needs to be a reliable and high 
quality product. Our systems are 
thoroughly tested, before going 
into production. All our exhaust 
systems withstand all kinds of 
extreme (weather)conditions and 
extreme heat. When all the tests 
are passed and an exhaust becomes 
available to the public, only the 
highest quality materials are used 
for the production which are all 
sourced from trusted suppliers in 
Europe. 

High quality 
materials
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More power, but How 
does it sound?
 When you change the exhaust of your motorcycle, 
your new exhaust needs to be an enhancement of your 
bike and improve your overall riding experience. A Dr. Jekill 
& Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust offers your bike three different 
performance modes. 

When you ride in Mr. Hyde mode, the valve opens and you 
do not only feel the increase in power, you also hear it. As 
a company we find it necessary that this sound is not ‘loud 
and annoying’. Our specialized engineers have crafted 
a tailor-made sound for every bike that on the one hand 
gives riders the ultimate riding experience, but on the 
other hand is not a nuisance to others. By making sure the 
increase in power is accompanied by a deep bass sound 
without any treble or mid tones. 

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde | The Exhaust provides you with a 
complete product that combines the best elements of 
performance, design and sound. 
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 Every now and then it’s just time for a different look. Therefore 
we give you the choice between different sets of end caps. When 
you decide it’s time for a new look, contact your dealer and order a 
new set of end caps. It completely changes the appearance of your 
exhaust and motorcycle. For inspiration visit our social pages.

Check which end caps are available for your bike in our configurator 
at configurator.jekillandhyde.com.

Different look? 
Change your end caps
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Cleaning instructions 
  All weather riders are advised to regularly clean their 
exhaust system. It is necessary to clean the exhaust system 
immediately after exposure to de-icing salts. Please avoid 
contact with gasoline and oil, especially when the system is hot.

Cleaning of a chrome exhaust system:
• Only clean when the exhaust has cooled down.
• Clean / rinse the exhaust with water first.
• Use a cleaner suitable for chrome.
• Only use a soft, damp, lint-free cloth for cleaning and  
 removing remaining water.
• Never use a mechanical or hard brush for cleaning.
 
Cleaning of satin chrome, black coated or carbon steel 
exhaust system:
• Only clean when the exhaust has cooled down.
• Clean / rinse the exhaust with water first.
• Only use a soft, damp, lint-free cloth for cleaning 
 and removing remaining water.
• Do not use chemical cleaning agents.
• Never use a mechanical or hard brush for cleaning.

WARNING
• Never clean exhaust when hot.
• Never use a high pressure cleaner.
• Never use cleaner with solvents e.g. gasoline. 
THIS CAN CAUSE DISCOLORATION / STAINS
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  At The Jekill and Hyde Company we take pride in the fact that 
our products offer a unique sensation to the rides of motorcyclists 
around the world. We also stand for the quality of our product, 
which is why our exhaust systems come standard with a two year 
warranty that exceeds the industry standards. Our extended 
warranty program gives you the option to expand your warranty 
period with an additional two years of real warranty.
 

Extend your warranty

What are the benefits of extending your warranty?
• Peace of mind by having 4 years of real warranty.
• Annual checkup of the exhaust system ensuring a carefree  
 riding season.
• The extended warranty can/will be transferred to the new  
 owner when selling your motorcycle.

What is covered in the Extended Warranty?
• The Smartbox/Blackbox/Control unit.
• The servo engine(s).
• The switch(es).
• The complete inside of the exhaust.
• The valve.
• All brackets and adjuster cables.

Where can you extend your warranty?
At your official Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde dealership. The costs 
are € 199,- and € 299,- for systems that include headers. The 
purchase period is flexible: you can extend your warranty up 
to one year after purchasing your exhaust system.

Please contact your local dealer for more details about our 
Extended Warranty Program or visit jekillandhyde.com.
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Warranty terms

1. The exhaust system of The Jekill and Hyde Company (J&H) is 
guaranteed for two years if the following conditions are met: 

1. The engine of the bike has to function as original, that means that 
the air/fuel ratio has to be tuned properly and especially not too lean.
 
2. The exhaust system has to be original, for example: no welding 
joints (besides the catalytic converters), original electronics without 
interferences. 

3. The exhaust system needs to be used for its original purpose. 

4. The exhaust system needs to be cleaned via our handed cleaning 
instructions.

5. The exhaust system has to be installed by our contracted dealers 
according to our installation manual.

2. The 2 years of warranty isn’t valid when: 

1. Non-compliant with the above mentioned conditions.  

2. The exhaust system is overheated by improper use or due to a 
tuning.
 
3. The exhaust system is damaged beyond the control of J&H.  

4. Electrical interferences caused by: improper installation and/
or failures caused by the motorcycle or other accessories that are 
installed on the motorcycle. 

5. Damage caused by the incorrect mounting of shields or header sets. 
 

3. When the exhaust system is repaired or replaced by us the 
following conditions are valid: 

1. Replacing mechanical parts within the warranty, means that 
the replaced parts have a warranty that is equal to the remaining 
warranty time of the whole system. 

2. Replacement of electrical parts are included with 1 year warranty, only 
valid on the replaced parts. 

3. If the exhaust systems or muffler is replaced with a surcharge by 
the customer a new warranty period of 2 years will be granted.

4. Service: 

1. The service of J&H is still available after the warranty period, 
however we may ask for a certain fee.  

2. Repairs done after the warranty period are included with 1 year 
of warranty with the conditions described in paragraph 1.

This is a summary of our warranty terms which are subject to change without notice. 

Please check jekillandhyde.com/en/warranty for the complete and latest version.
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You are Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde
share #myjekillandhyde

#choosewhoyouwanttobe #drjekillandmrhyde #theexhaust
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Notes:

• Electrical check

• Bolts, nuts and 
 cable ties check

• Originallity check

• Valve check

Name: ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Order number: ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Vin number: ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

date

mileage km

date

mileage km

date

mileage km

maintenance history

Your official dealer:

date

mileage km

date

mileage km

date

mileage km

date

mileage km



Quality  Card

Serial number:

Production date:

this exhaust is assembled and checked by
Assembly Check: Electronical check: Final check:

S a f e  t h i s  b o o k l e t  c a r e f u l ly  f o r  w a r r a n t y  u s e

(Explanation see page 9)
(Nähere Informationen auf Seite 43)

(Uitleg zie pagina 77)
(Explications à la page 111)

 

Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde 
The Exhaust Owners CarD




